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DSO-G Coordination Platform

- Established in 2016
- Meetings twice per year
- Involvement of distribution system operators in the Energy Community activities
- Communication platform to exchange experience, cooperate and being represented further by one voice
- Link to EU gas industry and to electricity DSOs
- Many topics opened: tariffs, unbundling, role of DSO, cooperation with other SOs, investments, regulation, losses, non-measured delivery, smart meters, biogas in network….. streamlined in 2 task forces (unbundling and measurement)
Gas distribution sectors in the Contracting Parties

Contracting Parties:

Total transmission network ~ 45,000 km

Total distribution network ~ 370,000 km
Tariffs

Structure: commodity – capacity components
Allowed income: Cost reflectiveness
Incentives for development / smart metering
Allowed loses

Principles: predictability, transparency, respecting economic environment, regulation method
Required revenues for network operation
Incentive regulation
Cost allocation and design of network tariffs

Policy guidelines on distribution network tariffs (2018)
Measurement

Non measured quantities
Loses / technical & commercial
Customers’ profiles
Smart metering
Units
Calibration
Meter’ ownership
…….

Legal basis
Metering & Billing
Units
Measurement equipment
Non measured delivery
Customer profiles & consumption norms

Policy guidelines on measurement in natural gas distribution network (2019)
Unbundling

Detailed questionnaires
Albania 1/1 (CO)
BiH 0/5
Georgia 3/30 (1)
Moldova 1/25 (1)
North Macedonia 0/3
Serbia 0/33
Ukraine 31(38) / 44 (23)

Legal unbundling
Functional unbundling
Accounting unbundling
Information unbundling
Monitoring
Identity separation

Report on DSO unbundling (2019)
New topics in 2020
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